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Abstract: Arm support systems provide support throughout daily tasks, training or in an
industrial environment. During the last decades a large diversity of actuated arm support
systems have been developed. To analyze the actuation principles in these systems, an
overview of actuated arm support systems is provided. This overview visualizes the
current trends on research and development of these support systems and distinguishes three
categories. These categories depend mainly on the functional status of the user environment,
which defines the specifications. Therefore, the actuated arm support systems are classified
according to their user environment, namely: ambulatory, rehabilitation and industrial.
Furthermore, three main actuation principles and three mechanical construction principles
have been identified.
Keywords: assistive devices; arm support systems; actuation; orthosis; dynamic arm
support; exoskeleton
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1. Introduction
A wide diversity of arm support systems are developed to support the upper limb function. Within
these developments several fields of application can be distinguished. Firstly, devices assisting someone
with a limited arm function that provide support during activities of daily living (ADL) [1]. Secondly,
devices that provide support during training as part of the rehabilitation process [2]. Lastly, devices that
enhance the arm function of healthy persons [3] or can be used for teleoperation and virtual reality [4].
Overviews and reviews of developed arm support systems are already provided in the literature. The
majority of these publications consider rehabilitation devices used for neurological lesions [5–7]. The
devices are evaluated on the mechanical structure, the range of motion (ROM), supporting segments
(i.e., shoulder, elbow etc.), and the degrees of freedom (DOF) to provide a good support to humans.
Other publications focus on the user functionality provided by arm support systems designed for use
at home [8]. A more technical approach is given in [9] which includes the actuation principles.
Publications from a technical prospectus are e.g., a review of the development of exoskeletons [10],
the used control strategies [11,12], the complete mechanical design [13] and the shoulder mechanism
design in particular [14]. A review of robotic systems in general, concerning the actuation principles,
sensing methods and control strategies, is given in [15].
Figure 1. Proposed overview of the arm support systems.

This paper presents, in contrast with existing overview papers, a technical overview with focus
on the applied actuators and their performance. The actuation principles and the existing actuation
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configurations are discussed to provide more insight in their operation. Furthermore, the use of compliant
actuators and their control bandwidth are compared. From the provided force and torque specifications,
the order of magnitude for the actuator specifications used in arm support systems can be deducted.
These specifications depend mainly on the user environment, used actuation principle, and the actuator
configuration (i.e., position of the actuators with respect to the mechanical construction). Therefore,
an overview is presented from a design point of view: specifying the user environment, selecting the
actuation principle and the actuator configuration as shown in Figure 1 [16] which will be elaborated
further in Section 6.
In the first section the applications based on the user environments are defined. Afterwards,
the actuation technologies applied in these arm support systems are described. Then, the actuator
configurations are explained and the manner to achieve compliant actuators is discussed. Subsequently,
a comparison of the torque and/or force specification are made between the applications and actuation
technologies. Finally, future trends are given.
The literature study is performed using mainly the Inspec database. For this overview, mostly journal
publications were used to show the possibilities of actuation principles in arm support systems. The
reported results, facts, numbers, and recommendations were not validated by the authors.
2. Applications
The arm support systems are divided based on their application (i.e., on their user environment). In
general, actuators are selected depending on a set of requirements such as the functionality the arm
support must have. In literature, three groups of arm support system applications can be distinguished:
ambulatory use, rehabilitation use, and industrial use.
2.1. Ambulatory
Ambulatory arm support (AAS) systems are intended for users with diminished arm functionality
due to e.g., neuromuscular disorders, and for elderly [17]. Current trends also show preventive use of
AAS systems for people who suffer from for example repetitive strain injury and muscle fatigue [18].
Their purpose is to assist during the ADL, such as eating, drinking, using the computer, etc. Usually,
not the full ROM of a healthy human body is covered, only the ROM needed to compensate for the
lost muscle activity or to avoid muscle fatigue. For this group of arm support systems, it can be
desired to be inconspicuous; hence, stigmatization can be avoided. Furthermore, a certain movement
characteristic can be desired, such as following the arm movements naturally or providing a stable
support. Additionally, flexibility and simple mounting, e.g., on a wheel chair, is often desired. When
mounted on a wheel chair, the energy consumption must be small to avoid recharging of the wheelchair
battery during the day.
2.2. Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation arm support (RAS) systems are intended to assess the human arm impairments [19]
and to regain the arm functionality by training [2]. People, who suffer from e.g., the repercussion of
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a stroke, an accident, or an progressive neuromuscular disorder [20], should benefit from these support
systems. For rehabilitation and maintaining the muscle activity, the full ROM of ADL is desired [2,21].
RAS systems should be able to assist or even correct the user when he follows predefined trajectories.
Usually, RAS systems are used in rehabilitation centers and are designed to be stationary; hence, they
are not intended to be applied in a home situation. However, to provide rehabilitation possibilities at
home, devices are being developed [22]. These home RAS systems should be lightweight, easy to
carry, occupy a small volume, and have a low power consumption, whereas the majority of the RAS
systems used in rehabilitation centers are designed to provide a large ROM and many different training
possibilities. For training it is shown that haptics can be useful [23]. Furthermore, RAS systems require
to store data to monitor progress in therapy. Therefore, stationary RAS systems have, in general, a larger
volume, more complex mechanical structures, and more powerful actuators compared with mobile RAS
and AAS systems.
2.3. Industrial
Industrial arm support (IAS) systems are intended to enhance the physical capabilities of healthy
humans or to use them as master/slave devices. Enhancing the human capabilities can be desired because
of ergonomic reasons or to move larger masses [24]. Depending on the working environment, the task
to perform [24], and the power required, an additional power supply might be necessary (stationary or
auxiliary). Master/slave devices are used to carry out procedures remotely (i.e., teleoperated) such as
dismantling nuclear installations [25], or in virtual environments [4]. For these applications, haptics are
required to provide the user a realistic experience [26]. In general, enhancing the human capabilities
requires high torque, whereas the teleoperated and virtual environments only need to provide haptic
feedback which will be further elaborated in Section 6.
3. Actuation Principle
The actuation principles applied in arm support systems are chosen based on the requirements of the
arm support system. From the literature, three actuation principles and one damping method can be
distinguished: Electromagnetic, pneumatic, hydraulic, and semi-active damping.
3.1. Electromagnetic Actuators
Electromagnetic actuators convert electrical energy through a magnetic link into mechanical motion.
The majority of arm support systems use electrical motors which provide one degree of freedom
(DOF) rotary motion. Most of the applied electrical motors are permanent magnet machines. From
the permanent magnet motors, the brushed DC motors [27] and brushless DC motors [28,29] are the
most popular.
Brushed DC motors are excited using brushes and a DC source. Because a DC source is required these
motors can simply be connected to the batteries of an electric wheelchair. Brushless DC motors do not
utilize brushes, however, they use more than one phase (in general three phases). Therefore, brushless
motors require additional electronics and control to excite the multiple phases. As small motors are
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often chosen, brushed DC motors provide the highest performance, higher efficiency, and higher torque
density [30].
High-speed and low-torque electric motors have a small volume with respect to high-torque low-speed
electric motors. High-speed and low-torque electric motors are applied to avoid large and cumbersome
constructions. Gears are used to provide the required torque, which means converting the high-speed
low-torque into low-speed and high-torque. Commonly, gear ratios of 100:1, 300:1 or even higher are
chosen. The disadvantage of such high gearing is their low efficiency, which is typically around 70% to
even 50% [30].
3.2. Pneumatic Actuators
Pneumatic actuators have a good power-to-weight ratio, therefore, their suitability for arm support
systems is investigated. Three pneumatic actuators principles are utilized in arm support systems:
pneumatic cylinders, McKibben muscles, and pneumatic muscle actuators (pMAs).
In pneumatic cylinders, pressurized air is injected and, subsequently, a force is generated that moves
the piston in the cylinder in a linear direction. Pneumatic cylinders can be single-acting (push or pull) or
double-acting (push and pull). The McKibben muscle injects pressurized air into a pneumatic bladder;
hence, the bladder will expand and the end parts will contract. This actuator is referred to as artificial
muscle because it has a similar behavior to a human muscle. The McKibben muscle is only single-acting
(pull) and, therefore, has less flexibility compared to the pneumatic cylinder. The pMA was developed
by improving the McKibben muscle using improved modeling techniques and a novel construction. Due
to the compressibility of air, pneumatic actuators have a non-linear behavior which requires a more
advanced control strategy [24,31].
For all pneumatic actuator principles, an additional compressor is required to generate the necessary
compressed air [32]. The air can be compressed externally and transported to a desired location.
Depending on the implementation, pneumatic actuators are often associated with noise. Therefore, such
actuation for arm supports during ADL could be experienced as unpleasant.
3.3. Hydraulic Actuators
Hydraulic actuators have the highest power-to-weight ratio and positional stiffness of all the
aforementioned actuation principles [32]. Note that with this power-to-weight ratio only the cylinder
is taken into account, not the total system such as the hydraulic pump. The appliance of hydraulic
actuators can decrease the weight of the arm support and increase the actuator output [33]. From the
literature, the following hydraulic actuation principles can be distinguished: Hydraulic cylinders [34],
Hydraulic bilateral-servo actuator (HBSA) [33], and rotational HydroElastic Actuator rHEA [35].
Hydraulic cylinders function similar to pneumatic cylinders, however, a fluid is injected under
pressure instead of pressurized air. The injected fluid is pressurized using a hydraulic pump. Analogous
to the pneumatic cylinders, hydraulic cylinders can be constructed to produce a push and pull force.
Hydraulic bilateral-servo actuators are very similar to the hydraulic cylinders, however, the electric motor
combined with a lead screw is used to pressurize the fluid. This motor is usually placed directly attached
or very close to the hydraulic cylinder and, therefore, this combination can be seen as one actuator.
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Because of this placement the hydraulic cylinder has low transmission losses. If multiple HBSA’s are
utilized, each HBSA requires its own electric motor, whereas multiple hydraulic cylinders require only
one hydraulic pump. The rHEA is a rotational hydraulic actuator combined with a mechanical spring.
Comparable with hydraulic cylinders, a rotational hydraulic actuator uses blades to generate a force that
produces a rotational motion.
When flammable and/or poisonous fluids are used, a high level of maintenance is required to prevent
leakages [32].
3.4. Semi-Active Damping
Technically, semi-active dampers cannot be classified as an actuator since they provide a (speed
dependent) reaction force and not an active force. Semi-active dampers consist of a piston and a fluid
which viscosity can be adjusted using an electromagnetic field [36]. The semi-active damping principle
is currently being researched for automotive applications [37–39]. One of the semi-active dampers used
in arm support systems is the magnetorheological (MR) damper. By applying an electromagnetic field,
the viscosity of the MR fluid increases which makes movement through the magnetorheological fluid
more difficult. Using this in a rotary application, a minimal reaction torque exists when no magnetic
field is applied and the reaction torque can be increased by increasing the magnetic field [40]. A reaction
torque of 1.1 Nm [36] can be generated. This technology is used for tremor suppression. Additionally,
it can be used as a slip clutch, by adjusting the electromagnetic field, the maximum torque of the slip
clutch can be adjusted [41].
4. Compliant and Back-Drivable Actuation
Compliant actuators have an elastic output behavior which means the output will move when an
external force is applied and it returns to its original state when the force is no longer present. More
recent publications show that compliant actuators are preferred in arm support systems [27,34,42]. These
actuators have a smaller impact force compared to stiff actuators and an external force on the output is
less likely to damage the system. Therefore, compliant actuators are important from a safety point of
view and to provide comfort.
Additional to compliant actuators, back-drivable actuators are also used to provide safety and comfort.
This backdrivability depicts the amount of torque/force that has to be placed on the output in order to
move the input and depends on the type of actuator, gear, and control. Non-back-drivable actuators,
such as motors with lead screws, cannot rotate the output without rotating the input first. Back-drivable
actuators with a high backdrivability only require a small torque/force on the output to move the input,
whereas low backdrivability (due to high gear ratios) demands a large torque on the output to move the
input. Furthermore, when the backdrivability is too low, the gearbox could be damaged even before the
input will rotate when a sudden external force occurs on the arm.
Compliant actuation can be achieved by applying inherently compliant actuators such as pneumatic
actuators. Pneumatic actuators are inherently compliant because of the compressibility of air [31,42–45].
This is the most mentioned reason, together with their high force density, of utilizing pneumatic actuators
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in the literature. Backdrivability can be realized by direct drive (i.e., without gears) or low geared
electromagnetic actuators [46].
Actuators which are not inherently compliant or back-drivable such as hydraulic and electromagnetic
actuators with a high gearing, can be made compliant or back-drivable through hardware and/or
software. An often used hardware solution for compliant actuation is the series elastic actuator
(SEA) [27,34,35,47]. A SEA has a mechanical spring in series with the actuator output and the
mechanical structure. By controlling the tension of this spring, an adjustable compliant actuator can be
achieved [48,49]. Additionally, it is possible for hydraulic actuators to use a SEA actuator to pressurize
the fluid [50]. Safety (considering people suffering from spasms) can also be realized by adding slip
clutches [51]. Compliant and back-drivable systems can be realized through control such as haptic force
control [46]. By measuring the force exerted on the output of the actuator with an additional sensor, the
position can be adjusted [26,52–54].
Actuators can be made inherently compliant or back-drivable with a hardware solution, whereas with a
software solution a delay exists that depends on the maximum achievable actuator bandwidth. Therefore,
a hardware implementation copes better with sudden impacts. However, adding a mechanical spring
introduces more resonances in the mechanical system and a reduction of bandwidth. Furthermore, in
human-machine interactions such as arm support applications, compliant and back-drivable actuation
by hardware is preferred because of safety. When no power is available or sudden power loss
occurs, compliant and back-drivable actuation achieved by hardware is still present, whereas a software
controller is no longer functional.
5. Actuator Configuration
The actuator configuration of arm support systems considers the position of the actuators within the
mechanical construction. The placement influences not only the functionality, but more importantly for
this overview, it influences the possible actuator principles and dimensions that can be applied. Several
actuation configurations can be distinguished: directly on the joint, externally positioned, and gravity
compensated. Furthermore, the inertia, the actuator bandwidth, the number of DOFs, and the difference
between exoskeleton and end effector are considered in this section.
5.1. Configurations
Placing the actuators directly on the joint of the arm support system makes it possible to develop easier
and more direct control strategies. A mechanical construction for actuators mounted directly on the joint
results in a schematic construction as shown in Figure 2a for rotational actuators and in Figure 2b for
translational actuators. Note that both figures consider one DOF in the shoulder joint and one DOF in
the elbow joint.
Externally positioned actuators are usually placed on the stationary part of the arm support system
and use cable-drive transmissions to transfer a force or torque. Two mechanical structures can be
distinguished namely: An exoskeleton design and a cable suspension design. The exoskeletons use
cable-drive transmission that follow the human arm as shown in Figure 3a, whereas cable suspension
supports the human arm from above as shown in Figure 3b.
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Figure 2. Schematic examples of directly on the joint actuation configuration for
(a) rotational and (b) translational.

Rotational actuators

(a)

Translational actuators

(b)

Figure 3. Schematic examples of external positioned actuation configuration for (a) placed
on the stationary part and (b) cable suspended.

Cable transmission

Actuators

Cable transmission
Actuators
Pulleys
(a)

(b)

Furthermore, the ROM of all three actuator configurations are comparable except for the cable
suspension configuration [55]. Cable suspension can achieve a large ROM with less DOF compared
to the other actuation configurations. However, a complete structure covering the user is necessary to
achieve this ROM as can be seen in Figure 3b. Designs of cable suspended arm supports are proposed to
achieve an optimal ROM [56–58].
Passive gravity compensation is realized using a compressed mechanical spring. The tension of this
spring can be adjusted by an actuator as shown in Figure 4 to account for extra loading e.g., lifting a
cup. Providing a limited number of DOFs compared to the aforementioned arm support systems, this
topology provides less functionality compared to the actuated arm supports. However, because they can
be designed to be small and inconspicuous, they are popular for AAS systems [59]. Furthermore, these
compensators have almost no energy consumption which makes them very suitable to be mounted on
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electric wheelchairs. The electromagnetic actuator, used to change the tension of the spring, is often
controlled by the user [1,60].
Figure 4. Schematic example of adjustable gravity compensation using mechanical springs.

Mechanical spring

Actuators
Pulley

5.2. Inertia
In general, multi-DOF arm support systems which use directly on the joint actuator configurations
have stacked single-DOF actuators. The simplified schematic in Figure 2a shows a 2-DOF arm support
systems with stacked actuators. In a stacked configuration, the first actuator (i.e., the shoulder joint
actuator) compensates the gravity and inertia of the second actuator (i.e., the elbow joint actuator). When
movements only occur in the horizontal plane, the first actuator only requires to account for the inertia
of the second actuator. Note that the more DOFs, the more actuators are stacked which results into bulky
systems. The number of actuators for multi-DOF arm support systems can be reduced by multi-DOF
actuators. For example, in [61] a spherical actuator with three rotational degrees of freedom is proposed
to mimic the shoulder joint.
Another solution for the stacked actuator problem is the externally positioned actuation configuration.
Placing the actuator externally can decrease the weight of the dynamic part of the arm support with
60% for exoskeleton designs [2]. Additionally, a low-mass structure has less inertia which provides
a better dynamical performance. The externally positioned actuation configuration has also several
disadvantages, i.e., the cable tension of the cable-drive transmission must be maintained during dynamic
behavior [56], friction or even variable friction due to the cables and pulleys, and a complex mechanical
design as e.g., cables may not interfere with the user’s movements. Furthermore, cables can only pull
and not push.
Finally, a combination of directly on the joint and externally positioned actuation are developed.
To create space near the subject’s head an externally positioned configuration is applied while the other
actuators are directly positioned on the joint [62]. A combination of the directly on the joint configuration
using pneumatic actuators as shown in Figure 2b and the gravity compensation as shown in Figure 4 is
proposed in [42]. In this design, the pneumatic actuator is placed in parallel to the mechanical spring;
hence, the actuator only has to account for the acceleration and deceleration of the arm support. A
combination of pneumatic and electromagnetic actuators is applied [24] because the pneumatic actuators
are not powerful enough for four of the five DOFs. For these four DOFs electromagnetic actuators
are used.
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5.3. Bandwidth
For arm support systems, a control bandwidth is desired in the same range or higher than that of a
human. The position control bandwidth of a healthy human depends on the action that is required. For
newly introduced actions, the bandwidth is in the range of 1–2 Hz, a repetitive action the bandwidth
range is 2–5 Hz, for learned actions a bandwidth of 5 Hz can be obtained and for reflexive actions 10 Hz
is reached [63].
Each actuation technology has its own set of specifications and adding additional hardware such as
gears and mechanical springs can have a significant impact on the system bandwidth. Electrical actuators
have a high force control bandwidth (higher than 100 Hz) that is in general significantly higher than the
mechanical resonances of the arm support which can occur around 6–8 Hz [2,28]. Other designs have
mechanical resonances around 40 Hz [64].
Pneumatic actuators have a bandwidth in the same range of the mechanical resonances. Using
pneumatic muscles, a force control bandwidth of 3.5 Hz was achieved while tracking a 5 cm peak to peak
sine wave [42]. The pMA has a position control bandwidth performance of approximately 1.4 Hz [65].
Hence, a limited number of healthy human actions can be performed.
Adding hardware to the actuators can influence the total system performance. Adding a low gear ratio
(35:1) to a brushed DC motor limits the mechanical bandwidth to approximately 50 Hz [64]. Placing
an electric brushed DC motor in series with a spring with a stiffness of 2.51 Nm/rad resulted in a force
control bandwidth of 3.15 Hz [27]. The same holds for rotary hydraulic actuators. A multisine torque
bandwidth of 18 Hz can be reached applying a spring stiffness of 150 Nm/rad [35]. A linear hydraulic
actuator combined with a series placed mechanical spring which is able to adjust the spring tension,
provides a position control bandwidth in the range of 6.5–7.2 Hz [34].
5.4. Degrees of Freedom
The human arm can be simplified by 7 active DOFs, namely: 3 DOFs for the shoulder joint, 1 DOF
for the elbow, 1 DOF for the forearm and 2 DOFs for the wrist [53,66,67]. Additionally, active or
passive DOF can be added to e.g., provide joint alignment and horizontal movement, although, these
DOFs are redundant. Depending on the aim of the arm support, a limited number of DOFs decreases
the complexity of the mechanical design and the control strategy [51]. It is not necessary to provide
7 DOFs of support during ADL, for example gravity compensators can have 5 DOFs [1,4,60] (3 DOFs
for the shoulder, 1 DOF for the elbow, and 1 DOF for the forearm) or even less [8]. Sometimes, the
goal is to provide only 1 DOF, e.g., for tremor suppression [68]. Using passive degrees of freedom
some systems go up to 10-DOF systems [26] (7-DOFs for the arm and 3-DOFs for the fingers). Further
developments show that even more DOFs are necessary to completely mimic the human arm, such as
a 14-DOFs system described in [64] (6 DOFs for the shoulder, 2 DOFs for the elbow, 1 DOF for the
forearm, 2 DOFs active and 3 DOFs passive for the wrist).
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5.5. Exoskeleton versus End-Effector
The human-machine interaction influences the design of the arm support. Different designs are
applied, such as placement of the arm support system behind, aside, or in front of the user, were the
most used schematics are shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5. Arm support systems configurations (a) exoskeleton (b) multiple end-effectors
(c) end-effector placed behind or aside of the user (d) end-effector placed in front of the user.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
The exoskeleton such as arm support systems are attached to the upper arm, forearm and sometimes
also the wrist/hand as shown in Figure 5a [2,4,29,34,51,53,56,64,69]. Applying an exoskeleton arm
support, the limbs can be controlled accurately. This provides the ability to control the arm movement
exactly; hence, it can be beneficial for training. The disadvantage is that the joints of the arm support
must be perfectly aligned with the joints. Otherwise, the joints can suffer from wear and tear. Especially
the shoulder joint is fragile since it has many DOFs and is easily dislocated.
Instead of using one arm support, multiple supports can be used, e.g., one for each limb as shown in
Figure 5b [70,71]. Using multiple robots, one can use low cost commercially available robots; hence,
the chance of a commercial success is higher [70–72]. However, the resulting arm support systems
is cumbersome and bulky. Additionally, haptic devices, such as the HapticMaster, are applied for
exploring the possibilities of using virtual reality in rehabilitation [73] and, for assessment of human
motor impairments [19].
Providing support at a single point, e.g., at the forearm from the back or aside the user as shown in
Figure 5c [1,27,33,42,60] is referred to as end-effector. It is also possible that such end-effector is placed
in front of the user and e.g., is controlled by the hand, as shown in Figure 5d [74,75]. End-effectors
provide support on one point of the human arm; hence, no joint alignment is required. This simplifies
the installation routine and no direct danger of damaging a joint is present. Furthermore, the kinematics
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do not have to be exactly the same as a human arm. However, the motion of the human arm cannot be
controlled accurately.
Some arm support designs only provide support in the horizontal direction, which are referred as
planar arm supports, and, therefore, need less powerful actuators (i.e., gravity can be compensated
mechanically) [74,76]. Providing support in the vertical direction (i.e., account for the gravity), more
powerful actuators are required which results in a more complex mechanical construction. Additionally,
the control strategy and kinematics will be more complex. The vertical direction is necessary to provide
support and training to an increased number of ADL [54,77].
6. Comparison
In this section a comparison is made between the arm support systems found in the literature. The
arm support systems are subdivided according to their application (i.e., user environment), actuation
principle and actuation configuration as summarized in Tables 1–3. In general, it is found that all arm
support systems can be placed in one of these groups, however, some of them can belong to two groups.
In this case, the found system is placed in the group with the most comparable actuators based on their
size and volume.
Table 1. Overview of the maximum torque/force of the AAS systems.
Actuation Technology

Actuator Configuration

Electromagnetic actuators

Pneumatic
Hydraulic

Tmax [Nm]
Shoulder
Elbow

Speed

Power [W]

Reference

Publication Year

Directly on the joint

23
15 a

23
7.2 a

-

48◦ /s
75◦ /s

19
19.6

[78]
[51]

1969
2001

External positioned

98

28.4

-

95◦ /s

185 b

[79]

2008

Gravity compensation

-

-

45
50

0
0

0
0

[1]
[60]

2006
2007

Directly on the joint

-

-

220 c

1.1m/s

242

[42]

2006

63.6

89

-

-

-

[33]

2009

Directly on the joint
a

Fmax [N]

b

c

Design specifications; Catalog specification; pressure of 600 kPa used.

Table 2. Overview of the maximum torque/force of the RAS systems.
Actuation Technology

Actuator Configuration

Tmax [Nm]
Shoulder
Elbow

Fmax [N]

Speed

Power [W]

Reference

Publication Year

Directly on the joint

20

28
-

151
12
-

1146◦ /s

150 a
400

[77]
[70]
[54]

2006
2007
2008

Externally positioned

62 b
200
-

33 b
32

50
45

35◦ /s
-

312 a
122
-

[55]
[2]
[62]
[56]

2007
2007
2008
2012

Pneumatic

Directly on the joint

30
15

6
15

-

64◦ /s c
50◦ /s

33.5 c
13

[45]
[44]

2003
2007

Hydraulic

Directly on the joint

-

15

-

469 ◦ /s c,d

123 c,d

[34]

2011

Electromagnetic actuators

a

Catalog specified rated power;

b

Torque based on gear ratio;

c

Estimated from figure;

d

A 1.1kW compressor used.
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Table 3. Overview of the maximum torque/force of the IAS systems.
Actuation Technology

Electromagnetic actuators

Pneumatic

Actuator Configuration

Tmax [Nm]
Shoulder
Elbow

Fmax [N]

Speed
-

Directly on the joint

20

10

-

Externally positioned

19.3

4.5

-

Directly on the joint
a

-

200

b

◦

10 /s

Power [W]

Reference

Publication Year

-

[4]

1994

150 a

[64]

2011

-

[80]

1999

Catalog specified rated power; b pressure of 400kPa used.

Only arm support systems with clearly stated torque for the shoulder and elbow joint and/or force
figures are taken into account. In each category, the developed prototypes are sorted on their publication
year. Additionally, only the power and speed of the shoulder joint is considered because this joint
requires the highest amount of power. To make a fair comparison, planar arm support systems are
excluded from the comparison. Because no torque is needed to compensate for the gravity force; hence,
no fair comparison can be made.
6.1. AAS Systems
Inventarisation of the AAS systems results in an overview of the systems as shown in Table 1. From
this overview it can be seen that the torque generated by electromagnetic actuators positioned directly on
the joint are in the same range namely: 5–25 Nm. The electromagnetic actuators externally positioned
utilize a shoulder joint torque that is higher, namely 98 Nm, whereas the elbow joint torque is similar to
the electromagnetic actuators positioned directly on the joint (28.4 Nm). Additionally, a difference can be
seen in power because of the torque difference and a small speed difference between these configurations
in Table 1. The gravity compensation category only specifies a force to indicate the amount of support
on the forearm. Therefore, it is difficult to specify the resulting support torque of each joint. It can be
seen in Table 1 that the arm support systems, which use gravity compensation, have a comparable force
of 45 N and 50 N.
The pneumatic muscles are difficult to compare with the other actuation principles because only the
maximum force, which the pneumatic actuator can exert, is mentioned. The amount of this force that
is used to support the human arm is not clearly stated. It can be seen that the pneumatic device has
the highest power compared to the other actuation configurations. Note that the power of the hydraulic
actuator is not provided; hence, it cannot be compared.
The hydraulic actuator which specifies the torques for the shoulder and elbow is the HBSA. This
arm support provides an elbow torque that is higher than the shoulder joint torque and it has the highest
torque for the elbow compared with the other actuation principles [33]. Unfortunately, no speed or power
information is provided; hence, it is unknown if the shoulder or elbow requires the highest amount of
power. In general, one expects that the shoulder joint requires the largest amount of torque due to a larger
arm length. However, depending on the specified ROM, for example shoulder flexion of 0–20◦ and an
elbow flexion of 0–145◦ , it is possible that the torque requirement for the shoulder joint is the lowest.
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6.2. RAS Systems
In RAS systems, a large variety of actuator configurations exists resulting in a large diversity of force,
torque, and power specifications as shown in Table 2. The dedicated RAS device of [77] provides a force
of 151 N utilizing a ball screw together with a 150 W electric motor. Applying commercial machines, a
maximum force of 12 N can be achieved [70]. Remarkable is the high speed specification of [54] namely
1146◦ /s, which is by far the highest of all other arm support systems.
The externally positioned electromagnetic actuators have a torque range that varies widely for the
shoulder joint, namely 62 Nm-200 Nm, whereas for the elbow joint a torque of 32 Nm is applied.
The force range of the cable suspended arm supports [55,56] are both in the same range, namely
45 Nm–50 Nm. Furthermore, the power needed to produce 50 N by [55] is 231 W, whereas the 150 N
produced by [77] requires only 150 W. This difference is caused by the used gearing. A pulley was used
to convert the torque into a force by [55], whereas a ball screw was used by [77].
The pneumatic actuators are able to provide a torque in the range of 15 Nm–30 Nm for the shoulder
joint and 6 Nm–15 Nm for the elbow joint. Note that [44] provides the same torque for the shoulder joint
as the elbow joint namely 15 Nm, whereas in [45] a different torque between these two joints is applied,
namely 30 Nm for the shoulder joint and 6 Nm for the elbow joint.
The torque provided by the hydraulic actuator (15 Nm) is in a comparable range with the torque
generated by the pneumatic actuators. Comparing the power used by the hydraulic actuator and
pneumatic actuators, it can be seen that the hydraulic actuator requires more power. This power
difference can be explained by the difference in speed.
The pneumatic and hydraulic actuators provide a lower torque compared to the externally positioned
electromagnetic actuators, however, they are used because of their large power-to-weight ratio. Exact
specifications are unknown for RAS systems, however, some numbers really standout such as the 200 Nm
torque used for the shoulder joint actuation [62] and force of 151 N [77]. The force of 151 N can be
explained because the majority of this force is necessary to lift the arm support itself, however, the
200 Nm is rarely high where it could be possible that the used actuator is oversized.
6.3. IAS Systems
The IAS systems group is the smallest group of arm support systems compared to the AAS and
RAS systems. The IAS systems consists of two types of arm support systems, master/slave devices and
for enhancement of the human body. For master/slave devices, only haptic is required such as force
feedback. Therefore, the range of 19–20 Nm for the shoulder joint and 4–10 Nm for the elbow joint is
sufficient and providing a higher torque only results in more complex and cumbersome constructions.
It is difficult to compare the pneumatic actuators with the electromagnetic actuators because the forces
mentioned is what the actuators can exert and not the resulting force on the human arm. These actuators
are used providing support to only the elbow [80]. However, it is not directly clear which amount of this
force is used to enhance the human arm.
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7. Future Trends
Besides the electromagnetic, pneumatic and hydraulic actuators, other actuation principles exist
based on piezoelectricity, shape memory alloys, electroactive polymers [81], metal hydrides [82], and
polymeric gels.
Piezoelectric actuators use piezoelectric material that changes its shape when a voltage is applied.
With this property a stepper actuator can be constructed combining multiple piezoelectric elements. By
placing two piezoelectric elements in series, the first can expand to make contact to the surface of the
rotor. Subsequently, the second piezoelectric element pushes the rotor into one direction. After retracting
both piezoelectric elements this sequence is repeated to create motion. The down-side of piezoelectric
motors are their high production costs and difficulty to manufacture [32]. Furthermore, these actuators
have a high stiffness.
Shape memory alloys actuators are constructed from special metal alloys such as copper-aluminumnickel and nickel-titanium that remember their initial cold-forged shape. Heating the actuator causes
deformations that produces large forces. When the actuator is cooled it returns to its initial cold-forged
shape. This actuator has the property to produce large forces, however, only small displacements can be
achieved. Additionally, the bandwidth is very low because it mainly depends on the cooling cycle [32].
Electroactive polymers are polymers that change their size or shape when an voltage is applied. This
actuation concept is the most comparable with the McKibben muscle and pMAs. As being very similar
to the human muscle, electroactive polymers are often referred to as artificial muscles. The shape will
contract when a high voltage is applied. Unfortunately, they are only able to contract. Furthermore, only
a small displacement can be achieved [81].
Metal hydride alloys use a reversible chemical reaction using hydrogen gas. By increasing the
temperature, the pressure can be increased and vice versa; hence, a force can be generated. A soft metal
hydride actuator for in home rehabilitation is proposed by [82], the designed actuator is able to provide a
force of 274.4 N. Furthermore, according to the figures, it has a dynamic performance of 0.15 mm/s. This
actuation principle has a high force-to-weight ratio compared to electromagnetic actuators, however, it
has a relative small stroke and a low speed. Therefore, it is not often applied in arm support systems.
Polymeric gels are solid liquid systems which swell by adding liquids but do not dissolve [83]. Using
this swelling property a linear actuator can be constructed that is able to produce a high force density.
The disadvantage of this actuator is its low bandwidth [32].
The aforementioned actuation principles can be very promising for the future, however, until they are
more conventional, the costs of construction are high compared to the off-shelf actuators that are already
used in arm support systems.
In electromagnetic actuators, a clear trend is visible of combining multi-DOF in a single actuator such
as planar motion [84], spherical motion [85] and, combined rotary and linear motion [86]. Especially
spherical motors are of interest because of their ability to mimic the shoulder joint.
Despite years of research and development on these systems, only a limited number of AAS and
RAS systems are commercially available. Examples of AAS are the Armon [1] and the DAS [60] and
examples of RAS systems are Armeo, ARMin II, and KINARM [76]. Note that only AAS systems with
adjustable gravity compensation are available on the market. Current trends show that more advanced
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arm support systems are being developed, more control strategies are explored, and recent results show
the effects of robot guided therapy [87,88]. An increasing number of countries show interest in the
development of arm support systems as is shown in Table 4. It can be seen that the USA together with
Japan has the lead with 18 and 12 publications, respectively. The following countries are the UK and The
Netherlands with 8 and 6 publications, respectively. The next 15 countries have 4 or less publications.
The increasing research of arm support systems is promising for an increase of commercially available
arm support systems.
Table 4. The geographic distribution of the first authors from the used references.
Developers Location References
USA
Japan
UK
The Netherlands
Italy
Switzerland
Spain
Belgium
Canada
China
New-Zealand
Austria
Brazil
France
Hungary
Poland
Romania
Slovenia
S. Korea

[2,5,11,14,26,27,36,42,44,54,56,59,62,63,72,74,78,89]
[33,40,41,52,53,66,79,80,82,90–92]
[7,32,45,51,58,65,70,73]
[1,17,19,35,60,64]
[3,4,34,55]
[6,77,87,93]
[12,24,94]
[48,88]
[29,76]
[31,67]
[9,95]
[96]
[57]
[25]
[71]
[69]
[22]
[47]
[28]

Amount
18
12
8
6
4
4
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

8. Conclusions
A technological overview of arm support systems found in the literature has been provided in this
paper. The presented arm support systems have been divided based on their applications, actuation
technology, and actuator configuration. Three different applications have been distinguished namely,
ambulatory, rehabilitation, and industrial. Ambulatory arm support systems are used at home, provide a
limited ROM, and are energy efficient. It is intended to compensate for muscle activity or to avoid muscle
fatigue. A wide range of rehabilitation arm support systems exists for a wide variety of neurologic lesions
and to provide training possibilities. Therefore, more flexibility is required for this application compared
to the ambulatory applications. However, mobile rehabilitation arm supports are usually dedicated and,
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therefore, less flexible. Industrial arm support systems are designed for enhancement of the human body
or to function as a master/slave device. For enhancement of the human body, powerful actuators are
required, whereas master/slave devices only require haptics.
The actuation principles that are applied in existing arm support systems are electromechanical
actuators, pneumatic actuators, hydraulic actuators, and semi-active dampers. These actuation principles
are the most popular because of their availability, low costs, and controllability compared to other less
known and not off-the-shelf available actuation principles. Furthermore, compliant behavior is important
when choosing an actuation technology. Pneumatic actuators are inherently compliant, whereas geared
electromagnetic and hydraulic actuators require additional hardware or software. However, pneumatic
actuators have a non-linear behavior. Hardware or software solutions such as series elastic actuators or
specific control strategies, respectively, can be used to achieve compliance. As compliant actuators are
important for comfort and safety, it presents challenges for the arm support system design.
Actuation configuration is the mechanical construction that is controlled by the actuation technology.
Externally positioned actuator configurations have a better dynamical behavior compared to the directly
on the joint positioned actuator configurations. However, they have a more complex mechanical
construction. The external positioned actuation configuration can be subdivided into two groups,
exoskeleton constructions and cable suspended constructions. The cable suspended construction has
a large range of motion, however, consists usually of a larger mechanical construction compared to the
exoskeleton construction. Furthermore, a special actuation configuration can be distinguished which
includes the gravity compensators. This actuation configuration is only applied in ambulatory arm
support systems and consists of a mechanical spring or counterweight to compensate for the gravity
force. The mechanical spring is prestressed and, therefore, this actuation configuration has a very low
energy consumption. Furthermore, the tension of this spring can be adjusted with an electromagnetic
actuator. However, it has less actuated joints compared to the other actuation configurations.
For each application, different requirements are given and by comparing the arm support systems, an
order of magnitude for the torque and power requirements can be deducted. The ambulatory arm support
systems have a power range of about 0 W to 242 W, whereas the rehabilitation arm support systems have
a power range of about 13 W to 400 W. The industrial arm support systems have actuators with a power
of around 150 W for master/slave applications. Depending on the set of requirements, the most suitable
actuation technology and actuation configuration can be chosen. An human arm can be simplified into
seven degrees of freedom, however, depending on the supporting activities, the number of degrees of
freedom can differ. Furthermore, it appeared that the utilized compliant actuators, such as pneumatic
actuators and series elastic actuators, have a similar bandwidth of 3 Hz to 18 Hz.
In this technological overview it has been shown that a large variety of arm support systems exist.
This variety will grow further, for example, relative new actuation principles (metal hydride alloys)
are already applied in arm support systems. Future arm support systems will consist of more complex
actuation principles such as multiple degrees of freedom actuators, adjustable compliant actuators, and
artificial muscles with a high force control bandwidth. More actuated arm support systems will become
commercially available. However, before arm support systems are widely applied, many challenges need
to be faced.
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